
Dear Members
As we continue in these 'betwixt
and between' times, it seems that
we're struggling just as much as at
the start of the pandemic. 

It's difficult, isn't it, and the numerous political U-turns,
the local lockdowns and the concern for school children,
their teachers and parents is on-going and exacerbating
the confusion and depression, and for many of course is
the uncertainty of jobs and the rising unemployment;
financial distress compounds our concerns.
It is becoming more difficult to stay positive. We're
'between a rock and a hard place', the 'devil and the
deep blue sea' - these phrases succinctly describe our
dilemma (the first is from Homer's Odysseus and the
second, used in a song by George Harrison, its origin is
a 17th century Latin phrase. Oh, the joy of Google!).
I quote these because my way of coping is in the use of
historical perspective or placing one's predicament
within the wider picture. What we are experiencing now
can be placed in the difficult times throughout our
history. 
I think of the 'phoney war' that started in 1939 and
lasted eight months. War had been declared as peace
attempts failed, yet Europe moved into a period of
waiting and there was confusion and fear. The French
called it, the 'drole de guerre', a 'funny or strange war'. 
In the village in Kent where I lived is a small 11th
century church, built in 1032. I used to envisage the
people of the past using this building for solace and

communal prayer, their lives permeating the ancient
stones, their narratives becoming a part of the larger
political picture - the Norman Conquest and its
aftermath, the Crusades when the men of the village
would leave for distant countries, the ravages of the
Bubonic Plague decimating the small community, the
desperation of the feudal workers toiling to feed their
families. It's a history of struggle and uncertainty, all
intertwined with the celebrations of Harvest
Thanksgiving, baptisms and weddings, Easter prayers
and Christmas Carols - hundreds of prayers offered up
over the years in this tiny church. And always the
waiting for a better time.
Such an historical perspective helps me during this
strangest of times as we wait for a vaccine and the
control of the virus. And one day it will be over and the
year 2020 will be written into the history books for our
great, great grandchildren to read about and wonder
quite what it was like.
I do wish you strength and courage if you are struggling
with anxiety, loneliness and depression. Please don't
hesitate to reach out for help because we are all in this
together and community help is available.
Samaritans - for all ages               01323 116 123
Papyrus - for people under 35       0800 068 41 42
The Silver Line - for older people  0800 4708 090
Childline - for children                   0800 1111
and those under 19 years              

With best wishes  Judy, Chair

EASTBOURNE SENIORS FORUM
THE OVER FIFTIES FORUM

www.esf-online.org

Message from the Chair…

Dead leaves along the bridle path
The grown-ups stroll with care
The child runs wild, with booted foot
Kicks leaves into the air.
Throws sticks up to the chestnut tree
A conker falls to ground
Screams of triumphant pleasure
An Autumn treasure found!

Dead leaves along the bridle path
The grown-ups stroll with care

Childhood pleasures in Autumn – Carole Matthews
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GoodLifeShow
A Lifestyle event 
for Seniors

NEW DATE 
TO BE ANNOUNCED SPRING 2021

Can you help us?
We would welcome more members to help
strengthen our committee, which meets
bimonthly to discuss ideas and plans to help
support and inform seniors in Eastbourne.
If you could help please contact 
Des Davis, on: 01323 472167
or email: desdavis@talktalk.net
Your support would be greatly

Contributions
Your contributions poems or articles are a great
encouragement to the Editor and it seems the
lockdown has got some of you developing your
creativity.
Do keep them coming!

Postage Contributions
In the past some of you have kindly
sent us contributions towards the cost
of postage which have been greatly
appreciated.
Now however with various cutbacks we are
finding the printing, enveloping and postal costs
of our quarterly newsletter are having a
significant effect on our reserves.

Going online
If you have ‘gone online’ as a result of
the lockdown, do please let us know if

you can change from being a printed copy
member to being an e-member… The more 
we can send by email, the lower our costs!

Eastbourne Seniors Forum

We are continuing to discuss our plans
for the future once restrictions allow us to
meet up again but meanwhile if you are
able to access our website…

www.esf-online.org
We encourage you to do so as there is a
wealth of up-to-date information on a
wide range of subjects to support you.

This year, the usual Older People’s Day
events have been renamed the

AGEING WELL 
FESTIVAL
and a programme of virtual events and
interesting stories have been brought
together in an A4 booklet -shown below.
This booklet has been posted out to our
postal members and can be found on our
website for our emembers.

September/October 2020
Your programme of virtual events, 

stories and lifestyle advice

in East

NG
LLAGEI

WESussex
2020

Photo credit: Carlotta Luke

For more information on any of the features

or events in this brochure, visit Your East

Sussex online at: your.eastsussex.gov.uk 

1st
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Tea and Chat…

Anna Richards writes:
I was reminiscing on the shops 
we no longer sadly see.
I remember when we had several good bakers in the
town, and very special ones like Bondolfi, the Swiss
patisserie in Seaside Road where
one went for a special treat.
In the everyday bakers one
could buy just one cake.
It’s ages since I have seen
a Chelsea bun or a Devon
split – a plain bun with jam
and mock cream.
When did Bath buns disappear?
Everything is packaged and choice is limited now.
The Poppy Seed is excellent but does not cater for
everyone and sweet shops are rare too. I know of one
in Bexhill, a long busride away. Their lovely bakers
closed a long time ago.
Oh well, progress does not always improve life.
When one goes North there seems to be plenty of the
old fashioned shops.
Are we more money-minded in the South and cater
for the majority, without the pleasure?
Think on it… shopping in all areas is more limited.

“So what have you been doing these past months?”
asked one lady as she munched her cream scone.
“Not much but at least we are now able to go out on
Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday and enjoy our cream
tea for half price.”
We’ve eaten out to help out, oh, yes. I personally took
a look at the list of restaurants on the scheme and
chose a few that would normally be beyond my budget
– a good opportunity to experience some fine dining,
in a Covid-safe way.
That was August when in between the too hot, too
wet, too windy days we met up and had a picnic in
the park, seeing friends – at an appropriate distance
- after many months. Fantastic.
Of course we were stalked by a persistent seagull
but I did a lot of shooing, chasing and it eventually got
the message. We settled down to a wonderful spread.
Now we are in September with mellow days ahead
and the inevitable ‘early birds’ eager to chirp about the
countdown to the Festive Season. “Please, not yet.”
Hooray, I have at last managed to get an online order.
One has to be crafty. I had a sleepless night and was

still awake at 1.30am, a
good time to make a cuppa
and turn on the computer. Success, my first online
order since before lockdown will arrive end of the week.
Besides zooming I’ve done quite a lot of Googling,
discovered many miscellaneous facts. Did you know
that the juice one normally drained away from your
chickpea tin has a special use? This is called
aquafaba and is an egg substitute in a vegan diet. I

experimented and made a cake, was
amazed that it rose and looked as
good as any other sandwich
cake.
The Variety Vagabonds like
myself are muzzled at present

but we have plans for the future.
My one woman show is still on ice

and waiting to bring some uplift to the community .  
While we have a second cuppa I must tell you… I
have adopted a Hydrangea bush. Hilda is in the
grounds of the flats and somehow seems to have
been forgotten. She looked so poorly with her burnt
leaves when the weather was so hot. Each evening I
filled the watering can and drench the poor lady. Well
she has now rewarded me with three pale pink
flowers. Till next time…   Yours – Gladys Lopato

Catch me on www.facebook/gladysgallivants

My life 
My home 
My cuppa, just
the way I like it
Home & live in care 
from Bluebird Care 

eht dna erac emoh tuoba erom tuo dniF  
  .efil ruoy ot ekam dluoc ti ecnereffid
  tuo dnif ot maet eraC dribeulB eht liamE

 :ecivres erac emoh ruo tuoba erom
enruobtsae  ku.oc.eracdribeulb@

 no su llac ro  309727 32310
ku.oc.eracdribeulb /  emoh/nedlaew-enruobtsae



__
Experts are warning against self-directed videos
following the announcement by the Government that
legislation is to be introduced in September to allow
wills to be signed remotely using a live video link. 
While the coronavirus pandemic continues to pose a
challenge for those wishing to have their wills drafted
and signed, the announcement does not loosen any
of the strict requirements, but instead adds extra
complications. 
“Many people don’t realise the conditions that must
be met if a will is to be valid,” explained Andrew
Morgan, Wills Solicitor with Stephen Rimmer LLP
solicitors. “The requirements are all designed to
protect the individual making the will, to protect their
interests and their assets, and none of that can be
put in jeopardy. Where someone is elderly or unwell,
a professional may need to verify their capacity to
make decisions and help guard against fraud, undue
influence, or even identity theft. A specialist will also
check if someone is leaving themselves open to
claims on their estate by excluding anyone.” 
The move to live video witnessing has been taken
on a temporary basis, to enable those needing to
make their will to do so while the pandemic
continues, particularly those who may be most
vulnerable and continuing to self-isolate. But the
long-standing rule that the signing and witnessing of
a will must take place with the person making the will
and the two witnesses all present at the same time,
still needs to be satisfied. 
“In many ways, the video route places an additional
burden on those making and witnessing the will,”
added Andrew. “It must be a three-way live video call
for each signature, with each individual able to hear
and see each other as they make their signature. I
would also recommend that after each person has
signed that they hold the signed page up, directly to
camera, and confirm the action by saying they have
done so. 
“An accurate record needs to be kept, giving
reasons why the method was adopted, and
addressing the factors which must be covered when
making a will, such as having sound mental capacity,
if you are to avoid a challenge to the will at a later
date.” 
Inevitably there will be a greater risk of wills being
challenged, either to argue that the signing did not
follow the procedure correctly, or because of the
potential for abuse and undue influence, but the
move to video witnessing has brought other
concerns as well. 
One is the inevitable delay while the will is sent
around for signature, particularly where the person
making the will is in ill health and could die during

this time. There are also concerns over a will being
lost or damaged in the post. 
Another is confidentiality, which may be an issue
when the will is being sent to witnesses. Their role is
simply to witness the signature, and they would not
usually have access to the document to read it, but it
will be harder to avoid that with remote witnessing. 
It means that witnesses must be chosen with more
care than usual. 
“Also remember that the two witnesses must be over
the age of 18, and anyone who stands to benefit
from the will cannot be a witness, or their spouse or
civil partner,” said Andrew , “and ideally the will itself
should record the fact that this form of witnessing
has taken place, with a modified clause covering 
this and confirming whether a recording has been
made.”
How live video witnessing works: 
The witnesses in a video signing must have a clear
line of sight of the person’s face and their hand as
they sign their will; it must be done live and cannot
be pre-recorded to send to the witnesses. 
Once the person making the will has signed, the
original document must be taken or sent to each
witness as soon as possible. When it arrives, the
same process must be followed, with a three-way
live video link, where each can see and hear the
witness as they sign. As each person signs, the

     If you would like more details on:
             - Las ng Powers of A orney
             - Wills
            - Inheritance Tax Planning
           Please do get in touch with us

Lights, camera, action… signing your will goes live
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others should acknowledge verbally that they have
seen the signing take place. 
While there must be a live video link for each
signature, it is recommended to record each stage of
the signing and this be kept with records outlining
why the video witnessing was undertaken. 
The new law will be backdated to include wills that
were witnessed via video from 31 January 2020 and
will remain in force until January 2022 and will also
apply to any codicil made to a will. 
If you need to revise your will to include your last
wishes and ensure they are adhered to, contact us
on 01323 644222.

    

       
        

     
  
   
  
  
     

  

  

  
  
  
    
   

Our services in Eastbourne include: 
•   Companionship
•   Transportation and errands
•   Meal preparation
•   Light housekeeping
•   Help with washing and dressing
•   Personal care
•   Medication reminders
•   Post-operative support
•   Holiday and respite cover
•   Specialist dementia care
…and much more!

Contact us for more information

       
        

     
  
   
  
  
     

  

ulrica.delaney@rightathome.co.uk
www.rightathome.co.uk/eastbourne

01323 414 658
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__________________________      

Quality care and support 
in your home 
from 1-hour visits to 24-hour live-in care

Duty Doggerel
The procedure for watering the plants,
Follows ‘Dos’ and ‘don’ts’ and some ‘can’ts’
The achievement of getting them wet
Involves things that I must not forget.

The tap by the path has a timer
(That’s easy for me I’m a Rhymer)
The one in the garden is stronger
But must not be left on for longer.
Attachment to sprayer for lawn
Needs twisting – connector is worn,
Next change it to drip-feed the plants.
That’s ‘do’ and not ‘don’t’ and not can’t’
The tap near the rain gauge – no dangers
It’s there for the light blue hydrangeas
But move it after an hour
Or shorter if after a shower.

The procedure of watering the plants
Then ends with one ‘do’ so it can’t
Keep watering into the dust
SO TURN OFF ALL TAPS – that’s a MUST.

Cennednyss, Adelaide, 
South Australia  – January 1999

Peter Tyler

We must 
keep on protecting  

each other.

FACE

HANDS

SPACE

  
    

e  



In 1999 Peter and I had the good fortune to have a
house swap with some people who lived in South
Australia. (We belonged to an organisation which
helped arrange home swaps worldwide.) During the
late summer of 1998 we were delighted when an
email arrived asking whether we would be kind
enough to swap our small Norfolk home for their
rather larger one in the Adelaide hills from January
to April 1999. Their two young children would be
able to attend the primary school next to our house,
whilst the parents immersed in various projects to
do with their Australian careers. They were thrilled
at the idea they might even see some snow!
Over the following months we exchanged ‘getting to
know you’ emails and at one stage did begin to
wonder what we’d let ourselves in for on learning
‘we wouldn’t be expected to milk the cow.’ It
transpired we were going to be living in a small
community of seven homes and interlinked families,
who really did live and work together in harmony,
while also holding down fairly prestigious jobs.
There really was a cow, lovingly allocated a small
pen, named Redgum, and willingly milked in turn by
the community.
Back to the here and now, to put it mildly it’s been a
funny old year! The early sunshine which was such
a boon turned into hot dry summer that has not
always been good for the gardens. Ours, for
example, has looked rather brown with patches of
green struggling to make a grassy area. Plants,
which due to our clay soil, are mostly in pots,
struggled even with the daily watering. Even now
some of them look a bit sad in the evening until I
give in and top up their water levels. 
I sent a round robin email to find how other people
fared and my friends in flats told me it was fine for
them apart from overheating indoors when they
weren’t allowed out and basically I guess
suggesting those of us with gardens should just
water them without too much complaint. On the
other hand during that strange time between the
relaxation of lockdown but before cars got going
again everyone had time to make the most of
cycling opportunities while the roads were quieter. 
Another answer was simply to go off in a camper
van to the Pembrokeshire coast which was damp
and cool during the time we were sweltering. As
this family had a fake lawn they didn’t have to worry
about that either and did manage a bit of gratitude
that they could cycle and swim without worrying
about sunburn or overheating (or burnt feet on their
fake lawn). It’s strange what you can be grateful for.

Lisa told me her landlord likes concrete and gravel
which meant she only had a few pots to water and
at her boyfriend’s house the lawn was kept
relatively refreshed as they emptied the paddling
pool from time to time.
My Norfolk friends’ problems came from the soil
being very light and thus draining too thoroughly,
although Jeremy tells me the weeds thrived despite
the hot sun’s best efforts to kill them off. He told me
he kept his lawn fresh by using a sprinkler for the
first time ever and sometimes for many hours. I
guess this could have assisted the weeds
somewhat as well!
So now the strange summer has come to an end
and we’re all wondering what the winter will bring;
the birds and animals will have the fields and
gardens back to themselves as we take to the
indoor life of dark nights and chilly days. The
necessity of watering a dry garden every evening
will seem a dreamy pastime compared to closing
shutters and turning on lights in the late afternoon. 
I’m going to end with something rather different. I
have been collecting old, wise and sometimes
simply silly sayings from our forebears. Appropriate
for winter was the old wartime adage that if you eat
more carrots you’ll see in the dark, which I
understand has no basis in truth except that,
especially when there’s not much else, carrots are
good for you. The other one I’ve chosen came from
a friend of my daughter and it’s pretty good advice
if you can manage it. It goes like this …… 
‘If you can’t get what you want start wanting what
you can get.’
Easier said than done maybe. Let’s keep trying and
carry on pulling together. 
Virtual hugs all round.
Incidentally if you know any odd or unusual sayings
from your ancestors I’d love to hear them!

If you would like to contact Vera to comment on her
musings, please feel free to do so by emailing: 

info@esf–online.org
or by writing to our usual address. 

A funny old year…
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Changes in Court Dress 
Eastbourne has been described as ‘The Empress
of Watering Places’ where good standards were
(and hopefully still are) observed. This included the
dress of both ladies and gentlemen and members
of the Eastbourne Seniors Forum are well known
for their smart appearance and correct dress at all
times ! For many years ‘The Times’ reproduced an
article from the copy published 100 years earlier
and I for one find them a good read. On the 9 May
2020 the paper reproduced the article set out
below. Indeed, some of our older members may
remember reading it in May 1920 but I have to
admit that my memory is not as good as it once
was and I don’t remember it first time round. But, it
gives first class advice, which I am sure was
followed to the letter by Gentlemen in Eastbourne
and elsewhere, at the time, including that the
‘wearing of swords is unnecessary’. However, the
article gave no advice to Ladies 
as to what they should wear on such occasions –
such an omission would certainly not be allowed
today. 
Tom Hollobone

Changes in Court Dress 
From The Times, May 9, 1920 
The King, in the interests of economy, has

sanctioned alterations in the regulations determining
the dress to be worn by civilians in Court. The
changes are in the direction of simplification, and
by a wise provision they are not compulsory. 
There have been many examples in the Navy and

Army in which changes purporting to serve
economy have defeated their own object by sending
every officer to his tailor. Those who already
possess uniforms or Court dress may continue to
wear them. The beautiful but costly full dress cost
of first and second class uniforms is now
unnecessary. Uniforms of the three lower classes are
to be of one pattern, except for the decoration on the
collar, which can be changed at relatively small
cost. Promotion will no longer be accompanied by
the severe penalty of a new outfit. The permission
to Colonial officials to wear the white undress
tropical uniform when at Court in this country will
be a boon to a class which is increasing in numbers
with the growth of our tropical Empire. But even
the world that goes to Court is not all official.

Doubtless it was a secret pleasure to most, and an
open joy to the unblushing, to strut in becoming
black velvet with steel buttons and shoe buckles.
The new regulations justly deprive us of an excuse
for this extravagance. We no longer have the pretext
of etiquette for our vanity. We may go to Court clad,
as to the upper part of our bodies in ordinary
evening dress and as to the lower, in black breeches,
silk hose, and plain evening shoes. The costume is
thus identical with that worn by private persons who
have the honour of dining with the King. We may
assume, therefore, although no explicit instruction
has been given, that the wearing of swords is
unnecessary. 
We regret that the Lord Chamberlain’s

Committee, in their progress towards democratic
simplicity, did not go one step further, and
recommend plain morning dress for daylight
functions. The velvet Court suit was a costly relic of
the past whose disappearance we may regret but
must approve; but evening dress in the day is a
Continental habit, incongruous with English taste.’ 

What to Wear and What Not to Wear 

       
    

       
          

        
    
       

     

             
          

           
          

        
 
             

        
      

 
          

      

HOLIDAY PLANS ON HOLD?
Whilst we are still experiencing the effects of
the Coronavirus pandemic, the future of the
travel industry is uncertain. 
Over recent weeks I have focussed on
cancelling and rearranging  trips and
organising refunds wherever possible. I am
always monitoring global updates on travel
restrictions and quarantine requirements. 
I’ve also booked several last minute holidays
and trips in the UK for people who are
desperate to get away. Right now the most
important thing is to stay healthy and be
sensible about travelling.  
But after the pandemic, the
world will still be there…
waiting for us. So when you
are ready to book a holiday,
why not give me a call on
01323 304736 or email:
sarahd@travel-pa.com



This Newsletter is for general information only You are recommended to seek competent 
professional advice before doing anything based on the contents of the Newsletter.
Printed by Printing Services, Town Hall, Grove Road, Eastbourne. Tel: 01323 415037.

Sept 2020

For Editorial content, contributions or queries, please contact 
Steve Thornett at:  Tel: 01323 642084  Email: sthornett2@gmail.com

Age Concern Eastbourne 01323 638474
Age UK East Sussex Advice 01424 426162
Alzheimer’s Helpline 0845 300 0336
Care Connect 0345 6080191
Care Home Listing East Sussex 0800 389 2077
Congress Theatre Box Office 01323 412000
Cineworld - The Beacon 0330 333 4444
Citizens Advice 03444 111444
Conquest Hospital 01424 755255
District General Hospital 01323 417400
Eastbourne Borough Council 01323 410000
East Sussex County Council 01273 481000
ESCIS – East Sussex 
Community Information Service 01273 481754

Fire Safety 0800 17 7069
STEPS 01323 436414
Independent Providers Forum 01580 715660
National Talking Newspapers 01435 866102
Pension Service 0845 6060265
Post Office Services 0845 7223344
Silverline Helpline 0800 328 8888
Social Care Direct (SCD) 0345 6080191
Supermarket Trolley Collection 07930 662042
Sussex Police (non-urgent) 101
Tourism Information Office 01323 415415
Towner Art Gallery 01323 434670
Trading Standards 
Consumer Advice 03454 040506

Useful Telephone numbers of organisations that can support you 
Tear out and keep for future reference 

Get in touch with your 
community hub if:
You’re struggling to cope with 
coronavirus because you’re alone, 
worried, unwell, short of money or 
can’t get medicine, food or other 
essentials
AND
There is no one living near you 
who you know and can trust to help

Get in touch with your 
community hub if:
Your GP has contacted you to 
say you have an extreme medical 
condition and you are getting food 
delivered to your home while you 
shield yourself for 12 weeks
AND
There is something else you need 

Consider NOT getting 
in touch with your 
community hub if:
You have family, carers, friends or 
neighbours nearby who you can 
trust and rely on to help you (and 
who are not vulnerable
themselves)

Coronavirus Community Hubs
Support for everyone in East Sussex
If you are struggling to cope with the effects of coronavirus, your community hub may be able to help.
No one in East Sussex will be left on their own. But some people may be able to get the support
they need from family, friends or neighbours instead.

Contact your community hub: Eastbourne  01323 679722 www.lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk/requestsupport




